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SYMMETRIC  GREEN'S  FUNCTIONS 
FOR CERTAIN  HYPERBOLIC  PROBLEMS 
LADAWN HAWS 
California State University, Chico, CA 95929 USA 
Abst rac t - -The  problems associated with a hyperbolic partial differential operator are usually posed 
as initial value problems. However, it is possible to view a certain class of problems as boundary 
value problems, and thus make use of the techniques generally reserved for problems Msociated with 
elliptic operators. In the process, some additional "boundary conditions" along the characteristics 
will be introduced, in order to guarantee a unique solution. 
In this paper, the Conjugate Point Problem and the Focal Point Problem are studied on a charac- 
teristic triangle domain. The criteria for the existence of a Green's function are established, and some 
additional conditions are derived. The Green's functions for several examples are then constructed 
by following the prescribed method, and the method is analyzed to determine the most general type 
of problem to which it can be extended. The method is then generalized to problems with a different 
domain. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although the solutions to hyperbolic equations are usually specified in the context of initial value 
problems, some special cases, the Conjugate Point Problem and the Focal Point Problem, given 
below, are posed as boundary value problems. 
y'(x) = f(x) (Is) y(O)=O, y(1)=O 
y"(x) = f(x) (Ib) 
y'(O)=O, y(1)=O. 
Kreith [7] has posed a two-dimensional nalog of these problems defined on the characteristic 
triangle R(1, 1) = {(s, t)l(s, t) lies in the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (2, 0), (1, 1)}: 
u.  - u .  = t) (2a) 
U(s,O) = o, U(l, I) = o 
Utt  - U,, = F(s, t) (2b) 
Ut(s,O)=O, U(1,1)=0.  
A physical interpretation of the boundary value problem (2a) is that U describes the displacement 
of a string subject o an external force F(s, t); the string initially has zero displacement, and at 
t -- 1 the center of the string has returned to 0. For (2b), the string is initially displaced but at 
rest, and at time t = 1 the center has zero displacement. 
For the one-dimensional case, the conjugate point and focal point problems may be studied 
directly. However, the two-dimensional problems are more complicated, so we take an indirect 
approach and construct Green's functions. 
One approach to solving problem (2a) is to work with an initial velocity g(s), so that 
Ut(s, O) = kg(s), where g(s) is positive and continuous for 0 < s < 2. 
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Then, using D'Alembert's formula, the solution has the form 
' i "+' ' i i  g(~) d~ - f(a, r) dadr, U(s, t) = ~ . , , - ,  
R(s,t) 
where R(s,t)  = {(a,r) ls - (t - r) < a < s+ ( t -  r) ,0 < r < t}. Kreith [61 has shown how to 
construct a positive Green's function G(s, t; a, r) for this problem, which allows a two-dimensional 
extension of the theory of positive operators, as in Krasnoselskii [5]. Iraniparast [3] has extended 
these techniques to the telegraph equation. 
An alternate approach is to focus on constructing symmetric Green's functions, since this will 
guarantee a self-adjoint problem, to which a rich body of spectral results may be applied (see 
Coddington and Levinson [1]). This is the approach of the present work. 
In 1983, Kalmenov [4] considered the special case of (2a) where F(s,t) = - , \U(s,t) .  (His 
paper contains spectral results, not information about Green's functions.) He observed that this 
problem does not have a unique solution unless there are some additional boundary conditions 
imposed along the characteristics which form the boundary of R(1, 1). In particular, he noted 
that if 
u( t , t )=u( l+t , l - t ) ,  0<t<l  (3) 
then (2a) is self-adjoint (see Figure 1). Kalmenov factored the differential operator, then used 
complex variable techniques to produce an explicit representation for the eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions of this problem. Kreith [8] incorporated these ideas in his 1987 paper to develop a 
method for constructing Green's functions. 
We can rewrite problems (2a) and (2b) using characteristic coordinates by making the change 
of variables s = y + z, t = y - z, and introducing the notation that f(x,  y) = F(y + z, y - z). 
We now seek the Green's functions for 
-u~y -4- )~f(x, y)u -- 0 
u(x, z) = u(0, 1) = 0 (4a) 
-u~y + Af(x,y)u = 0 
(uu - u~:)(x, x) = u(0, 1) = 0 (4b) 
where (z, y) lies in the characteristic triangle T(0, 1) shown in Figure 2. 
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In this coordinate system, the differential operator can be factored easily: 
(iO) (iO) 
-u~:~-  Ox O---u " 
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The one-dimensional "factor" operator, idv/dx,  together with the boundary condition v(0) + 
v(1) = 0, is self-adjoint in the space of all absolutely continuous functions atisfying this boundary 
condition. Kreith [6] has shown that the product of the Green's functions for the one-dimensional 
problem in x and the one-dimensional problem in y yields the Green's function for problems (4a) 
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Figure 3.1. G(x,y;(,rl) for (43). 
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Figure 3.2. G(x,y;~,rl) for (4b). 
2. A NEW APPROACH TO THE SIMPLE PROBLEM 
Although the Green's functions for problems (4a) and (4b) have been established, as we try 
to extend these techniques to more general problems, we find some drawbacks to the approach 
taken by Kreith: 
(i) The fundamental singularity was formed as the product of two Green's functions, which 
depended on being able to factor the operator, Lu - -u~y.  For a more general problem, 
say Lu - ux~ + p(x, y)u, the operator does not factor. 
(ii) The methods for choosing the constants which satisfy the boundary conditions were differ- 
ent for problems (4a) and (4b); the method for (4b) involved an integration that assumed 
G(x,  y; ~, rj) to be constant in each of the subregions in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. For an operator 
different from Lu - -uxy ,  G will not be constant in these subregions. 
The main goal here is to provide a more unifying theory, one which will approach both prob- 
lems (4a) and (4b) in a similar manner and will generalize to a larger class of problems. With 
this in mind, we introduce a different approach to construct the Green's functions. 
We begin by assuming the existence of the Green's function, G(x, y; ~, 0): 
f f  
u(x, y) =/ /G(x ,  y;~, rl)f(~, rl) d[dr}. 
T(0,1) 
To find the conditions that G must satisfy in order to be a fundamental solution, we fix an 
arbitrary point (x,y) and allow G to be defined differently in the regions determined by the 
characteristics which pass through (x, y). 
Since the symmetry of the Green's function and the self-adjointness of the problem are closely 
related, we will also determine what conditions elf-adjointness imposes on the problem. For L 
to be self-adjoint in the underlying Hilbert space, we need (nu, v I - (u, Lv); i.e., 
£f 
(Lu, v) = ] ] (uttv 
RO,1) 
= f/[(u., - 
R(I,I) 
f f  
u , ,v)  dA = H(ut tv  + utvt - u,v,  - us ,v -  utvt + UsVs) dA 
R(I,1) 
u,v) ,  + (utv - uvt)t] dA + (u, Lv). 
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To make (Lu, v) = (u, Lv), we set the integral term above to 0: 
f f [ (uv ,  - u ,v ) ,  + (u,v - uv,),} = [ /v (uvo  - u ,v ,  u,v - u . , )  = o. 
t f  
dA dA 
R(1,1) /:/(1,1) 
Apply the Divergence Theorem to get 
J" 1I ' I  (uv, - u,v) d,.~ + ~ [u(v. - v,) - v(u ,  - u,)] d,.~ + ~ [v(u. + u,) - u(v, + v,)] d,.~ = 0, 
AB BC CA 
where the letters in the bounds of integration refer to the vertices in Figure 1. After the change 
of variables, s = x + y and t = -x  + y, we have: 
f / l i ( vu~-uv~)a~a=° '  1 (uv~ - vu~) d(2 + [u(vy - v.)  - v(uy - u=)] d~ + 
AB BC CA 
where now the letters A, B, and C are the vertices in Figure 2. This results in 
(Lu, v) = i / i Lv) (5) 
AB BC CA 
which will be self-adjoint if the integral terms vanish. 
For problem (4a) the boundary condition u(x, x) = 0 causes the first integral in (5) to be zero. 
(We have used the fact that if L is self-adjoint, then v must satisfy the same boundary conditions 
that u does.) Similarly, for problem (db) the boundary condition (uy - u~)(x, x) = 0 eliminates 
the first integral. That leaves two integrals that can be rewritten as 
. , . _  iv.. 
BC CA 
(6) 
We can satisfy (6) if either 
ulBc = ulca (Ta) 
or  
since these also imply 
and 
uiB c = - uic A (7b) 
~IBc  = ~ leA (8a) 
u~ IBc = - uy Ica (Sb) 
These "matching conditions" suggest hat for each point (x, y), there should be six regions where 
G may be defined differently. The characteristics passing through (x, y) divide the characteristic 
triangle into four regions; segments af  and de bring the total number of subdomains to six. The 
fact that segments Ba and Cc are the same length, as are segments bC and dA, will make it 
possible for u to "match" along these two sides, as suggested in (7a). 
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The form for u will be 
6 
u(z, y) =E/ /  Gi(z' y;~' ~l)f(~, T?) d~dr I 
i=1 Ri  
where G i is the Green's function as defined in the ith subregion. Messy differentiation (see 
Haws [2]) yields the conditions that G must satisfy in order to be a fundamental solution; they 
are summarized in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Given problem (4a) or problem (4b), and the partition of the characteristic triangle 
shown in Figure 4, the function G(z,y;~,T1) will be a Green's function for the problem if the 
following criteria are satisfied: 
(i) In each of the 6 subregions, G must satisfy the homogeneous equation, G=y = O, as a 
function of z and y. 
(ii) The "corner condition" G 2 + G a - G 1 - G 4 = 1 must be satisfied as the regions meet at 
(=, ~) = (~,,i). 
(iii) Along the interfaces of the characteristic cross, segments be and cf  , the derivatives of G 
in the direction parallel to the interface must match in adjacent regions; i.e., 
4 1 = G 2 1 
(iv) Along the remaining interfaces, the derivatives of G in the direction normal to the interface 
must match in adjacent regions; i.e., 
=c'=l,,,,, c l,. 
(v) G must satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem as a function of z and y. 
(The proof of this theorem is constructive and has essentially been completed in the discussion 
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Figure 4. Figure 5. 
Note that condition (iii) is very different from (iv). If we identify z with ~ and y with r/, the 
derivatives that must match in (iv) are perpendicular to the interface lines, whereas the derivatives 
that must match in (iii) are parallel to the interface lines. (These are z and y derivatives, not 
and 7/derivatives.) Let us look at problems (4a) and (4b) to verify that Theorem 1 produces the 
same Green's function as found by Kreith. 
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First, the homogeneous problem will be satisfied if G i is identically constant in R4. Note that if 
G ~ is constant, (iii) and (iv) are automatically satisfied. To choose the constants so that we have 
a fundamental solution that also satisfies the boundary conditions, we look at the unit square, 
which has the same requirements for a fundamental solution as the triangle, i.e., (i) and (ii). 
Define 
1/2, i f (x -~) (y -7 )>0 
Gl(x,  y; ~, 11) - 0 otherwise 
which clearly satisfies the corner condition. Note that if G1 is integrated over the square, the 
resulting solution u(x, y) will be 0 at C and at D, since GI is 0 at these two points for every 
combination of (x, y; ~, ~7)- Because of the anti-symmetry of G1 in x and y, we would expect the 
normal derivative of u (that is, u~ - ux) to be zero along AB.  Note also that G1 is symmetric in 
(x ,y)  and (~,rl) , i.e., Gl (x ,y ;~,q)= Gl(~, q; x, y). Now define 
1/2, (y -  - 7) > 0 
G2(x, y; ~, 77) = 0 otherwise. 
Since both G1 and G2 are solutions to u~ u = 0, a linear combination of the two will also be a 
solution. Note that Gl(X, x; ~, rl) = G2(x, x; ~, rl). Clearly, the difference 
Gd(z ,  y; 7)  = - 
satisfies the boundary conditions for (4a) and is symmetric in (x, y) and (~, rl), since both G1 and 
G2 have this property. 
Notice that the function G2, with (x, y) restricted to AABD,  defines the same function as G1, 
with (x, y) restricted to AABC.  So in order to get a function that satisfies (% - u~) = 0 along 
AB (which we already saw was possible by using G1 with (x, y) ranging over the whole square), 
and whose domain is AABC,  we need to sum G1 and G2 restricting (x, y) to this triangle. Their 
sum, G, (x, y; ~, I/) = G1 - G~, will satisfy the boundary conditions for (4a) and is also symmetric 
in (x, y) and (~,7/). The solutions u(x ,y)  that result when ~f(x, y) = 1 for problems (4a) and 
(4b) using the Green's functions described above can be calculated explicitly; the solutions and 
their graphs are shown in Figures 6a and 6b. 
u(~,y)  = ] /2 (_x2  _ y2 + 2~y - ~ + y)  
Figure 6a. 
u(~, ~) = ~u - ]/2~ - 1/2u+ 1/2 
Figure 6b. 
3. MORE GENERAL PROBLEMS 
Consider equations of the form: uxy -t- au~ + bu~ -t- cu - O, a, b, c constant. It can be shown that 
this equation can be transformed to v::y ÷ (c - ab)v = 0 by an appropriate change of variables. 
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(Let v = u b~:+ay.) This leads us to consider a class of problems of the type given in (4a) and (4b) 
where Af(x, y) = p2 is constant: 
u:cy + p2u = f(x,  y) (9a) 
u(z, x) = O, u(O, 1) = 0 
ux~ + p2u = f (x ,  y) (9b) 
(%-u : : ) (x ,x )=O.  u(0,1)=0 
As we begin to construct he Green's functions for these problems (which entails satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 1), we note that if G 1, G 2, G 3, and G 4 are constant on the characteristic 
cross, then (iii) is automatically satisfied. If we combine this requirement with (i), it is clear that 
we seek a solution to the characteristic boundary value problem: 
u:cu + p2u = 0 
u(~,y)'- I u(x,~})=1 
In other words, we seek a Riemann function for the problem. The Riemann function for the 
telegraph equation, u~:y -k pUu -- O, is 
R(x ,  = Jo (2p /(x - = 7) )  
where J0 is the Bessel's function of order 0. Note that R(x, y;~, 7/) -- R(~, r/; x, y), so when we 
use this in our construction of G, we are sure to have a symmetric Green's function. 
Since the argument of J0 becomes complex in regions 1 and 4 (see Figure 4), set G 1 = G 4 = 0 
in these regions. On the unit square, define 
1/2 J0  - - ,)), 
f l ( z ,y ;~,~})  = 0 otherwise, and 
f2(x'Y;~'~7) ---- L 0 otherwise. 
if (x - ¢)(y - T/) > 0 
if (~ - ~)(~ - 7) > 0 
These two functions are both fundamental solutions, the factor ½ chosen so as to satisfy the corner 
condition. Using an earlier argument for imposing the boundary conditions (the discussion about 
Ga and G0), we propose the functions shown in Figures 7a and 7b as the Green's functions for 
the more general versions of problems (9a) and (9b) respectively. Before we can be certain that 
these are the Green's functions we desire, we must check that condition (iv) from Theorem 1 
holds; i.e., does 
(f l )x = (f l  - f2)x along the line ~ = y, and 
(f l)y = (f l  - f2)~ along the line 7/= x. 
(This condition is very important; it explains why the function shown in Figure 8 is not the 
Green's function for problem (9a).) 
That  condition (iv) holds is not "obviously" true, either. Although J0(x) has zero derivative 
at x = 0, this is not the case for J0 (V~): 
d , 
"7 : Jo (v~l~=o = lim - l im - 1/2. 
• --0 2v~ -~--0 2 a;g  - - - "  
However, the matching of derivatives does occur, since 
(fl)= = 1/2J~(+)p y~y-~'-~, 
and 
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are identical along the line { = y. Similarly, 
(f l)y = 1/2J~(+)PV/-~- 
and 
( f l -  f2)~ = 1/2J~(+)PV/'x - ~-  1/2J~(++)p z~-"Zrl 
are identical along the line z/= x. 
If we use these Green's functions and the forcing function f (x ,  y) = 1, laborious integration 
(once again, see Haws) yields these solutions to problems (9a) and (9b) respectively: 
1 u(~, y)= V[2-  So (2v¢(~- 11(~- 11) - s0 (2vv~)l. 
The graphs for various values of p are shown in the figures that follow. Note the similarity 
between Figures 9a and 6a, Figures 9b and 6b; also the increased oscillation in u as p increases. 
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Prob lem (ga), p = 1. P rob lem (9a), p = 5. 
F igure 9a. F igure 9b. 
U 
Y 
Prob lem (ga), p ~- 10. P rob lem (9a), p ~- 12. 
F igure 9c. F igure 9d. 
To see how far this method may be extended, we apply the procedure that has been developed 
for problems (9a) and (gb) with constant p, to the still more general problems 
u~y + p(~, y)u = f (~,  y) (10a) ~(~, ~) = 0, u(0,1) = 0 
u~y "F p(x, y)u = f(x,  y) (105) 
(uy - u~)(x, ~) = o, u(o, 1) = o 
We assume the Green's functions have the form shown in Figures 7, in order to satisfy the bound- 
ary conditions of the problem, as required by condition (v) in Theorem 1. Let R 1 be the Riemann 
function for uxy -t- p(z, y)u -- 0 centered at (x, y) iso that R 1 (:e, y; ~, tl) -t- p( x, y)R 1 i x, y; ~, ~) -- O) 
and let R 2 be the Riemann function for u,y-t-p(y, x)u - 0 centered at (Y, x) (so that R2iy, x;~, 7/)-t- 
p(y, x)R2(y, x; ~, 7/) = 0 or R2(x, y; ~, rl) + p(x, y)R~(x, y; ~, 7) = 0). Using fl = 1/2R ~, we will 
satisfy the corner condition (ii) and the homogeneous equation, as required by (i). Since f l  is 
constant on the characteristic cross, condition (iii) holds. If we view R2( x, y;~, ti) as a function 
of four variables, then along the line ~ = y (or y = x) is constant, so its partial derivatives with 
respect o x and y are all zero; in particular, this enables us to satisfy (iv). 
It appears that all the conditions of Theorem 1 have been satisfied, and so the function defined 
above should be the desired Green's function. However, note that a critical part of the argument 
that explained why the functions of Figures 7 would satisfy the boundary conditions of the 
problems relied on the fact that Rl(x,y;~, 7) - R2(x,Y;~,rl); this will only occur if p(x,y) = 
PlY, x). Our conclusion is that this method will provide a Green's function for problems (10a) 
and (10b) whenever p has the symmetric form, p(x, y) = p(y, x). 
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Problem (9b), p = 1. Problem (9b), p = 5. 




Problem (9b), p = 10. Problem (9b), p = 15. 
Figure 10c. Figure 10d. 
4. THE SQUARE 
We look next at the problem 
Lu = u~: v +p(x ,y )u  = f (x ,y )  (11) 
u (x ,x )=O u(x ,x+ l )=O 
where (x,y) lies in S(0,1), the square with vertices at (0,0), (1/2,1/2), (0,1), ( -1/2,  1/2) 
(see Figure 11). This problem arises quite naturally in the (s, t) plane where it appears as 
Us, - U,, + P(s,  t) - F(s,  t) (12) 
U(s, O) = 0 U(s, 1) = 0 
where (s,t) lies in S(1, 1), the unit square (see Figure 12). 
Recall that the operator L has the physical interpretation f describing the motion of a vibrating 
string. The boundary conditions in (12) stipulate that the string be in equilibrium at time t - 0, 
and then again at time t = 1. 
If we follow the procedure for constructing Green's function that was outlined for the triangle, 
we assume G may be defined differently in each of the regions determined by the characteristic 
lines drawn through (z,y) (see Figure 13). 
To see what conditions elf-adjointness adds, we set (Lu, v) = (u, Lv I as before, which suggests 
as before that U along BC must match U along DA. This suggests we add the lines indicated 
in Figure 14. 
























F igure  11. 
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F igure  13. 
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F igure  14. 
As before, assume the Green's function exists and that 
8 
and differentiate, allowing for "jumps" across the interfaces of the eight different subregions 
indicated in Figure 14, we describe the conditions that G must satisfy in order to be a Green's 
function for problem (11) in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Given problem (11) and the partition of the square in Figure 14. G(x,V;~,)/) will 
be a Green's function if the following conditions are true: 
(i) G i must satisfy the differential equation in region Ri. 
(ii) G must satisfy the corner condition, 
G 3+G ~-G 2 -G 6=1 when(z,l l)=(~,O). 
(iii) The derivatives in directions "parallel" to the interfaces of the characteristic ross must 
match in adjacent regions. 
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(iv) The derivatives in directions "normal" to the interfaces between all other adjacent regions 
must match. 
(v) G must satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem. 
For the simple case where p = O, the Green's function takes the form of one of the four cases 
shown below, depending on which of the shaded regions contains the point (x, y). 
y. 
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Figure 1ha. Figure 15b. 
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Figure 15c. Figure 15d. 
Just as the Green's function for the triangle arises as the sum or difference of two fundamental 
solutions built around a reflection of the point (x, y), the Green's function for the square can 
be seen to be the difference of the two fundamental solutions hown in the figures below. It is 
interesting to note that the sum of these two fundamental solutions, shown in Figure 17a, yields 
a solution to (13), the square analog of (9b). 
Lu = Uzy = f(x,y) 
(13) 
(up - u )lA B = 0 (up - u )lo  = 0 
u" = f(x) (14) 
u ' (0)=0,  u ' (1 )=0 
Note, however, that adding a constant to each region, as in Figure 17b will also yield a "Green's 
function" for (13). This is analogous to the one-dimensional case, (14), which has a similar 
nonunique solution. The solutions to (13) and (14) for f = 1 are shown in Figures 18a,b. 
5. FURTHER RESEARCH 
Some questions that immediately come to mind are 
(i) Can these techniques be generalized for arbitrary p(x, y) on the triangle? 
(ii) for nonzero p on the square? 















uCx,~) = l12(-x 2 - y2 + 2zy - z -I- y). u (x ,y )  = I12(x 2 + y2 + 2~y - ~ - +112) 
Figure 18a. Figure 18b. 
A more subtle question arises when we take a closer look at the matching conditions uggested 
by self-adjointness. Although the Green's function shown in Figure 3.1 satisfies the matching 
c18 c = Glc ~ 
none of the other Green's functions hown in this paper do. The fact that these Green's functions 
are nonetheless ymmetric suggests the existence of some self-adjointness condition different from 
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those formulated in equat ions (7) and (8); perhaps there is some other condit ion that  has been 
overlooked. 
We have concentrated on the symmetry  of the Green's  functions to assure self-adjointness. 
Perhaps we may "trade" symmetry  for some kind of match ing condit ion to reach the same goal. 
This  seems to be a direct ion worthy of further study. 
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